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Some bonds can never be broken
INTERVIEW THE MOTHER WHO FOUND A WAY TO
COMMUNICATE WITH HER LOST DAUGHTER
According to the World Health Organization and UNICEF, 623,000 children died unexpectedly
from car accidents, fire, drowning, falls, and poisonings in 2009 alone. Talia Klein was one of
those children.
Just two days before Christmas, thirteen-year-old Talia Klein perished when the small private
plane she was on crashed into a volcano in Panama. The event made international headlines as
Klein, and the world, waited for the news that would never come. Without question, the tragic
event devastated her mother’s heart and shattered her entire belief system. But soon after, Talia
began communicating with her mother, and pulled Kimberly Klein’s focus out of utter despair
and toward focusing on learning how to communicate with Talia in the afterlife.
“My experience showed me that almost immediately after my daughter’s body died, she began
trying to communicate with me. Her spirit was still very much alive,” said Klein. “It was the
ability to hear from Talia that helped me through the trauma of losing her. Without that, I don’t
think I would have survived.”
As millions throughout the world closely followed Klein’s search for her daughter, and the
devastating news that followed, her unique perspective can help anyone struggling through the
loss of a child. In an interview Klein can discuss:
 How it is possible to continue a relationship with someone who has passed away
 Learning how to communicate with loved ones who’ve passed away – the one thing you
can do to start the process of this kind of communication
 Surviving the loss of a child – while there is no formula, the unique way Klein made it
through
 How to heal others from the grief of losing a loved one
 The unique signals Klein receives from her daughter, and how others can open
themselves up to receiving similar experiences
“Anyone can communicate with a loved one who has crossed over,” believes Klein. “My
experience is not an exclusive ability. Anyone can develop it with the willingness, the openness,
the desire, and a little help.”
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To aid in her own healing, and to share her experiences with those dealing with a similar loss,
Klein has just released Hummingbirds Don’t Fly In The Rain, a deeply personal memoir about
the loss of a child and Klein’s transformational discovery that there really is no such thing as
death.
Raised in Southern California, Kimberly Klein attended the University of California, Santa
Barbara. After graduating with a B.A. in Political Science, attending law school and being
admitted to the California State Bar, Klein worked with her then husband in real estate
investments and their high-tech companies. Klein now spends her time writing about her
experiences surrounding the death of Talia and is learning how to heal others from the
grief of losing a loved one. She currently resides in Nevada, where she enjoys the peaceful
desert scenery and continues on her path of healing, learning, and spiritual awakening.
For more information on Kimberly Klein please visit www.kimberlyklein.com.
Hummingbirds Don’t Fly In The Rain is available on the author’s website and
www.Amazon.com.
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